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This benchmark examines and compares how strategy consulting

firms are organizing their knowledge and research functions

internally and where they’ve chosen to locate them globally.

To provide a well-rounded view of the main consulting firm

research and knowledge management strategies, we selected

seven of the largest specialized strategy consulting firms for this

benchmark; namely, McKinsey & Company, The Boston Consulting

Group, Booz Allen Hamilton, Bain & Company, A.T. Kearney, Oliver

Wyman and Roland Berger.

Our findings revealed that consultants have placed much more

focus on research and the strategies applied are very diverse. All

the consulting firms benchmarked seem to have opted to open

captive centers, in nearshore and offshore locations, such as Costa

Rica, Boston, Madrid and Poland. This growing trend to establish

research centers and hubs in different regions is a result of the

need to address different markets with a ‘tiered’ approach,

acknowledging the higher research intensity of projects in

emerging markets.

Furthermore, consulting firms are progressively deviating their

research and knowledge functions to include analyst roles, which

require strong analytical skills, and less of the traditional librarian

roles, which are more focused on gathering and organizing data

and research.
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Infomineo is a data and research outsourcing company, dedicated to supporting global companies in getting

access to information that power their business decisions. Our team is made up of highly qualified research

professionals and industry experts, dedicated to supporting global companies in getting access to information

that power their investment decisions in the region. In addition to our team of over 90 analysts, we also work with

a field force staff within 27 MEA countries and a global professional network built on 15,000+ research requests.

Infomineo has a unique expertise in Africa and the Middle East through an extensive presence in the region.

Along with conducting custom research for clients, Infomineo also delivers an expert network service, executive

search service and a business translation service. Our clients consist of leading management consulting firms,

over 40 of the Fortune 500 companies, SME's, private equity and investment firms as well as government entities.

Learn more about Infomineo and its service offerings, visit us at www.infomineo.com

http://www.infomineo.com/
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